Empowering Women in Guatemala

Tuesday 12th February 2018, 6.30 pm - 9.30 pm, Rotondes, Luxembourg

The second event of the cycle Expressions of Humanity aims to create awareness and a dialogue about ways and opportunities for women to use their own resources to work themselves out of poverty in Guatemala.

On the programme:

- **Screening of “Ixcanul”** the multi-awarded film by the Guatemalan filmmaker Jayro Bustamante (2015, VO French subtitles)

- A **discussion on the challenges for the indigenous populations in Guatemala**, in particular the status of women. The focus will be on women’s empowerment through the valorisation of culture and income-generating activities.

Languages: French and English; interpretation to English by the Agence interculturelle ASTI.

Tickets: click here

Please book your seat to facilitate planning: info@timeforequality.org – inform us if you have any accessibility requirement. 50% of the tickets sale will be donated to a fair trade project in Guatemala.

In collaboration with the Rotondes, FDH Luxembourg, Action Solidarité Tiers Monde, CITIM, CID Fraen an Gender, CNFL, Agence interculturelle ASTI. Avec le soutien de l’Oeuvre Nationale de Secours Grande-Duchesse Charlotte. Photography Raoul Somers, Radio ARA

We are a welcoming Europe - Sign the petition!

Only a few days left to sign the European Citizens’ Initiative for a welcoming Europe. Read more and sign today: https://www.weareawelcomingeurope.eu/.

Register to vote in the 2019 European elections

Time for Equality is taking part in the Luxembourg-based grassroots campaign to promote greater engagement among citizens of the European Union and to encourage a higher voter turnout in the next European Elections in May.

Did you know that EU nationals residing in Luxembourg may register to vote for Luxembourg’s 6 future MEPs on 26 May 2019? Find out more on icanvote.lu. Deadline to register: 28 February 2019, 5 p.m..

Over the next few weeks, Time for Equality will host three public events, using cinema, poetry and a fun quiz night to put Europeans and the European Union under the spotlight. With the support of OLAI,

WOMAN AT WAR: Special film screening

Wednesday 13th February 2019, 6.30 pm - 9.30 pm, Ciné Utopia, Luxembourg

Come watch the 2018 Lux Film Prize winner "Woman at War" by Icelandic director Benedikt Erlingsson and learn more about how EU nationals in Grand Duchy can register to vote for Luxembourg’s 6 future representatives (MEPs) in the European Parliament

Film in OV with French and Dutch subtitles.

Entrance free, registration required at this link.

Ahead of the 2019 European elections, you can discover the impact of the European Union in your region and in your daily life. Learn more about what Europe does for you.

THE SHAPES OF EUROPE: Poetry workshop with Antoine Cassar
Saturday 23rd February 2019 de 11.00 à 13.00

The Urban Office, 2-4 Rue du Nord, L-2229 Luxembourg

Entrance free, prior registration required at this link. A maximum of 15 participants can be accommodated.

What is it that keeps the European jigsaw together?

In the first part of this workshop, participants will look at a number of satirical maps of Europe, in conjunction with ‘cartographic’ poems by Aleph and Pessoa. In the second part, participants will do a close collective reading of contemporary poems on the European condition, discuss possible angles, forms and images for poems of our own, and begin writing.

The workshop will be given in English, but participants can write in whichever language(s) they wish. Feedback will then be given by e-mail or in a possible follow-up session. Poems can be published on the Time For Equality blog, in time for the European elections.

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

EUROQUIZ - With your friends or on your own, come and test your knowledge of the European Union!


Everyone loves a good quiz, so mark the date in your calendars and come see if you are an expert on the subject matter. Prizes guaranteed for winners.

Did we convince you? Then send an email today to info@timeforequality to book your spot right away!

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------

36e Festival des migrations, des cultures et de la citoyenneté

1-3 mars 2019, Luxexpo The Box - Luxembourg Kirchberg. Time For Equality sera présente avec son stand d’information et action les 2 et 3 mars.

SURVIVRE AUX COMPORTEMENTS RACISTES ET SEXISTES SUR LE LIEU DE TRAVAIL

2 mars 2019 14.00 – 15.30 Luxexpo The Box, salle 1er étage, entrée libre

Conférence avec Marie Dasylva, coach en entreprises et créatrice de l’agence NKALI Works.

La discrimination fondée sur la race peut venir en intersection avec d’autres formes de discriminations comme celle liée au genre, particulièrement en ce qui concerne certains groupes de femmes racisées ou défavorisées. Alors comment lutter contre ces formes multiples d’oppression ? Comment donner des ressources aux personnes qui subissent plusieurs formes de discrimination à la fois?

Get involved

Do you share Time For Equality’s vision and commitment? There are many ways you can get involved including making a donation, volunteering, taking action, becoming a partner.

Contact us at info@timeforequality.org to learn more.

_Time For Equality is a non for profit association based in Luxembourg. Our objective is to make a difference both within and across borders through advocacy and awareness raising. We believe in the power of storytelling and the arts to reach individuals, thus our activities focus on using these mediums._
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